[Effects of different activation methods on in vitro development of bovine somatic cloned embryos].
Effects of different activation methods on the cleavage and in vitro development of bovine somatic cloned embryos constructed by intracytoplasmic nuclear injection were compared. The results show that the cleavage and in vitro development rate were not different significantly for constructed embryos cultured in 6-DMAP comparing with those in 6-DMAP + cytochalasin B (CCB) after activation with Ionomycin. Culture duration (3 to 4 h) in 6-DMAP or 6-DMAP + CCB had no significant effects on the cleavage and in vitro development ability of reconstructed embryos. CCB addition in the activation medium was benefit to the development of constructed embryos, although the effect wasn't significant. Within 1 to 4 h, the longer interval duration of nuclear injection and reconstructed embryo activation was, the higher cleavage and the blastocyst development rate of reconstructed embryos were.